
AI ETHICS

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Innovation, leadership training, and consulting for smart cities to 

achieve excellence within the Age of Ethical AI



AI ETHICS LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

AND CERTIFICATION

Welcome to our mission of empowering Smart City 

stakeholders to bui ld thriving and sustainable 

communities within the Age of AI. 

ENROL TODAY 

Ensuring that AI is used in a 

responsible and ethical manner

Building trust and confidence 

in AI technology

Creating more sustainable,

 inclusive and equitable 

smart cities

AI ETHICS

We are dedicated to providing top-quality AI Ethics and 

Ethical AI education, training, and solutions to help you 

navigate the complexities of using AI in a responsible and 

ethical manner. Whether you are a leader, a city planner, 

business owner, or resident, we are here to support you in 

making informed decisions and creating a future that is 

both technologically advanced and ethical.

Let's work together to make our cities sustainable, 

smarter, fairer, and more inclusive for all.



Certified AI Ethics 
Ambassador 

(CAIEA)

Certified AI Ethics 
Champion 
(CAIEC)

AI ETHICS 

CERTIFICATION

Become a CHAMPION in the Age of AI

This introductory Master Class is ideal for people to gain critical 
knowledge and launch their careers in Artificial Intelligence and AI 
Ethics. 

Knowledge
Build a foundation of knowledge of AI and its impact on 
civilizations

Entry Requirements
Can be taken by the majority of people who have  a good 
knowledge of technology

Duration: 2 weeks online (4 hrs)

Cost: $295.00

Become an AMBASSADOR in AI Ethics

These Master Classes are critical for individuals who wish to 
develop a high level proficiency in AI Ethics and  their application 
within an organization, a society or globally. 

Knowledge
Build a foundation of cutting edge knowledge and proficiency in AI 
Ethics. 

Entry Requirements
Must be an AI Ethics Champion or have a reasonable knowledge 
of AI.

Duration: 5 weeks online (10 hrs)

Cost: $649.00



Certified Ethical AI
Pioneer 
(CAIEP)

Certified AI & AI 
Ethics Leader 

(CAIEL)

AI ETHICS 

CERTIFICATION

Become a LEADER in the Age of AI or AI Ethics

This certification is ideally suited  for  individuals who wish to  lead 
their organization or territory into the age of humans and 
machines. These courses have been designed for C-Suite level.

Knowledge
Build a robust foundation of knowledge and winning strategies  for 
the Age of AI 

Entry Requirements
Must be C-Suite level or an organizational  leader or an AI Ethics 
Ambassador

Duration: 36 hours online 

Cost: $9 750.00

Become a PIONEER in Ethical AI or Leadership for 
the Age of Ethical AI

We offer pioneering master classes for those individuals or 
organisations who wish to take the quantum leap and pioneer our 
future with Ethical AI.  

Knowledge
Build a new foundation of knowledge and capabilities to progress 
Ethical AI.

Entry Requirements
An AI & AI Ethics Leader or a trail blazing individual/organization.  

Duration: 36 hours online

Cost: $ 24 750.00



COURSE INSTRUCTORS

Matthew James Bailey

Lead Lecturer

Kati Walcott

Ethical AI Pioneer
Rajiv Malhotra

Guest Speaker

Foster Gamble

Guest Speaker

Global Leader Technology 

Revolutions | Pioneer of AI 

Ethics, Ethical AI and AI

CTO, Ambient Science
Futurist, Patents, Data 
Ethics, Ethical AI

International Best-Selling 

Author | Founder & CEO – 

Infinity Foundations India

Film Maker -Thrive Movies, 

ThriveON Movement, 

Ethical Technologies,

Solutions Hub

AI Ethics and Ethical AI Leadership Training

• Four levels of certification from entry level to pioneering capability

• Compliments exising academia courses - under graduate to MBA

• Experiential and group oriented, personal coaching

• Designed by recognised AI Ethics and Ethical AI Pioneer

• Taught by experts in Leadership, Culture, AI Ethics, Ethical AI

• Education material, leadership plans and recommended books

Build a foundation of cutting edge 

knowledge and proficiency in AI 

Ethics.

Application of AI Ethics to progress 

Ethical AI for industry, society and 

globally

Advance your knowledge, 

capabilities and career to shape 

the Age of AI

AI ETHICS

LEADERSHIP TRAINING



ACCELERATING THE AGE OF ETHICAL INTELLIGENCE

Info@aiethics.world

www.aiethics.world

www.smartcityexpomiami.com

www.aiethics.world

ENROL TODAY 
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